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Another story about Francis—who taught the world that Brother Sun
praised God by being uniquely Brother Sun, and Sister Moon by being Sister
Moon—tells why:
It seems that the early friars were caught up one day discussing the
question, “Who is the perfect friar?” Francis put a stop to this seed of
competition and comparison by looking around the room and pointing to
each person present, Brother Angelo was the perfect friar for his courtesy,
Francis said. And Brother Masseo for his natural good sense. Brother Leo
was the perfect friar for his simplicity. Brother Bernard for his faith.
Brother Juniper, for his patience. Brother John of Lauds for his sheer
physical strength… and so Francis continued, pointing to each friar in turn.

The message is clear. The more completely we help each other
and offer our uniqueness to God, the more truly He is praised.
(excerpt from Care and Feeding of Fraternity Councils)
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LaPobrecita – July 2017 – Minister’s article
Rebuilding the World – One Person at a Time by Patricia Serotkin, OFS
May the Lord give you peace! Having just experienced the joy of community at our recent Lady Poverty Region
annual chapter and retreat at the Villa Maria Education & Spirituality Center, I am revitalized – and hope that all
who were able to participate feel the same way. Even so, I know that the glow will soon wear off as we begin to
tackle the work ahead of us in implementing our Strategic Plan: “Our Little Portion: Rebuilding the World, One
Person at a Time,” which was the theme of our chapter and weekend retreat.
Our retreat, which was very capably led by Fr. Jim Morman, TOR (thank you again, Fr. Jim!) focused on the
rebuilding of Self as a starting point to “rebuilding the world.” In the last session of the retreat on Sunday morning,
participants discussed what we had learned about the rebuilding of ourselves and our fraternities in order to
transform ourselves into a “Strong Fraternity as Light for the World,” and developed the beginnings of some action
steps needed to address the “challenges, opportunities, strengths, and weaknesses that impact on our strategic
Vision, moving forward.”
Before I share with you the outcomes of our
discussions in this final session, I want to
explain again the meaning of the strategy
map that depicts our Strategic Plan, seen at
right. Though I originally explained the
strategy map when we shared it with you
two years ago at the beginnings of our plan, I
was enlightened at our retreat that another
explanation is in order. My thanks to Ed
Meegan, who suggested that I explain it
again, AND that our fraternities study the
plan as ongoing formation. 
A strategy map is simply a pictorial representation of an organizational strategic plan. It appears as a house, or
building, with the vision statement (or the realization of the plan) as the roof. But in order to reach the roof, the
building below needs to be built. To build any sort of structure, you must begin with a strong, solid foundation;
otherwise the building will not stand. The base of the building in a strategy map is always the organization’s
values. In our case, the base of our building begins first and foremost with our communion with the Catholic
Church. On top of this rock-solid base is the second tier of our foundation – the Rule and Constitutions of the
Order. These two tiers support the third tier: the mission of Lady Poverty Region.
Once the foundation is in place, we begin to build the actual structure, consisting of four pillars and a roof. The
pillars are the four themes of our Strategic Plan: Servant Leadership, Apostolic Service, Fraternal Life, and
Franciscan Identity. The base of each pillar rests on the same three organizational capacity-building goals: 1)
strengthening formation programs; 2) revitalizing formation teams; and, 3) improving communication methods. As
we continue building each pillar, goals are developed that strengthen internal processes (e.g., mentoring new
leaders under Servant Leadership; fewer deactivations under Franciscan Identity). Next, we bring in resources
needed to achieve our goals (e.g., strengthening clusters under Apostolic Service; finances under Fraternal Life).
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At the top of each pillar is the outcome that we wish to see for our members (stakeholders): vibrant leadership
(Servant Leadership), evangelical and apostolic activity (Apostolic Service), fruitful fraternities (Fraternal Life), and
increased vocations (Franciscan Identity). Once the foundation and pillars are in place, we put on the roof – our
Vision for the future of Lady Poverty Region. And, voila! Our structure is built and our Plan is in place.
Now, coming back to our discussion at the last retreat session of our Chapter, I want to share with you the ideas
that our groups developed as practical ways of implementing the goals of our strategic plan. Please discuss them in
your fraternities and let me know your thoughts and additional suggestions. Put them into action. Bring them to
life. This plan is for our whole region, every member, to take part in – not just the leadership. Here they are:
Theme 1: Servant Leadership
 What would it take to spark members? Has the
fraternity become just a routine?
o Planning for diverse interests
o Address Franciscan building of faith
o Develop leadership programming
o Appointment of commissions
o Approach members to request the taking of
the task
 Inspire others to do the work, to share.
 Mentor new leaders – how do we infiltrate society?
 Show how council works. Share council meeting
summary information.
 Discuss commission work.
 Develop leadership formation.
 Use external sources.
 Share the Strategic Plan.
Theme 2: Apostolic Service
 Strengthen evangelical apostolic activity.
 Engage in active evangelical teams.
 Bring people into formation who will stay in the
fraternity.
 Provide training for formation teams to make
changes relevant for today.
 Communication today must come up to modern
technology age. Designate one person in the
fraternity to make sure that members without
technology receive communications.
 Have committees look at commissioning team. Try
to strengthen and radiate the Franciscan spirit out to
youth.
 Bring Francis to youth in groups on college
campuses, the Boy Scouts, etc.
 Strengthen clusters: bring clusters together for days
of recollection, more than once a year.
 Obtain personal, as well as group commitments.
 Provide ongoing training for formation teams.








Promote guidelines on Strategic Plan: implement
Apostolic Service goals.
Set up a meeting once a year of separate groups of
council members: minister, vice minister, treasurer,
secretary, formation director, spiritual assistants.
Have a group meeting of all council members
addressing JPIC and Youth Commissions.
Sponsor events for youth.
Get the word out of who and what we, the Secular
Franciscan Order, are!

Theme 3: Fraternal Life
 Fruitful fraternities:
o Bring fruit 
o Possibly shorten business meetings; simplify
o Improve ongoing formation
o Become more welcoming, especially with
those in formation
o Have a library with available resources
o Have a proper space for meetings
o Spiritual assistant is critical
 Strengthen finances:
o Try not to raise Fair Share
o Member contributions should be
encouraged
o New vocations to recreate fraternities –
recruit members
o How do you reveal your identify to recruit
others? Pamphlets in parishes, community
o Strong initial formation program
o Opportunity to present the “face” of a
member to the parish/fairs/recruitment
tables
o Raffle off a statue – take to multiple
parishes each week (or some similar
project)
o Publish meeting dates/times/location in
parish bulletin and/or diocesan paper
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Visitations and elections:
o Training for council positions should be
made available
o Give new councils “Care & Feeding of New
Council” and/or more information from
election presider, especially before an
election
o Get Regional info out: Governance
Guidelines and Strategic Plan
o Encourage fraternities to hold “how-to” or
“mock” council meetings months ahead of
an election; provide council job descriptions
o Encourage OFS to take SA training program
to serve other fraternities
o LPR to sponsor SA training program; hold a
program specifically for SAs
Ongoing formation:
 Basis of meeting; must be meaningful,
interactive with dialogue, uniform,
acceptable, Franciscan, and current (postVatican II)

Theme 4: Franciscan Identity
 Market ourselves
 Be happy within the fraternity
 Be a good example – ALWAYS – be a joyful catalyst
 Never say “you should …”
 Personal invitations – verbal or written; advertise
“Come & See” in parish bulletins
 Pray for your fraternity and your members – we all
have our individual “demons”
 Place a business card (Franciscan) in each hymnal as
a book card
 Encourage people to join us in our apostolates
 Protect your fraternity
 Promote retreats, “Q,” and Summer Seminar – “Who
is My Neighbor?” (2017)
o Ask fraternity “what can we do to help you
get there?
o Promote Chapter as “the place to be”
o Tell members how fraternities were
recognized at meetings for number of
members present
o Place promotional material on information
table in gathering space

At our next Chapter in 2018 we will host a fraternal visitor from the National
Executive Council and a pastoral visitor from the National Council of Spiritual
Assistants. They will conduct our triennial regional visitation. It would be a
wonderful accomplishment if by then our fraternities could demonstrate
concrete ways in which each one is implementing our Strategic Plan within
their local communities. Don’t think that the whole plan needs to be done
at once. Pick a theme or some goals that resonate with your fraternity, and
work on them. Let me know how you’re doing, and if you need any help
from the Regional Executive Council we’ll assist you in any way we can.
Individually, we can rebuild our Selves – and together we can rebuild the
World – one person at a time!

“Let us begin again, brothers [and sisters], for up
until now, we have done little or nothing.”
St. Francis of Assisi
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Who was Duns Scotus?
John Duns, a Scottish Franciscan friar,
came to be called Scotus, the Latin
word for Scot. The friars recognized
John’s superior intellect and encouraged him to pursue studies in theology and philosophy. Duns Scotus
spent a decade teaching in England
and France.
Duns Scotus believed that God’s love
for humankind was expressed first
and foremost through the incarnation of Jesus Christ, the center and
model of all creation, and that Christ
was so important to the plan of
creation that God would have become incarnate in him whether Adam
and Eve or their descendants had
sinned or not. Scotus further reasoned that if love was God’s inten-

Duns Scotus Trust Fund
What is it?
In 1930, the Friars minor of Saint John the Baptist Province established a seminary near Detroit
for friars in initial formation. The name of the seminary was Duns Scotus College. That formation center was sold in the 1990s, and the National Fraternity of the Secular Franciscan Order
received part of the proceeds to continue the work of Franciscan formation. The portion allotted
to the National Fraternity is now the Duns Scotus Secular Franciscan Formation Trust Fund
(“DSTF”).
Who may apply?

tion for creation from the beginning
then the Virgin Mary, who gave
human form to Jesus, would be
untouched by original sin.
In the 19th Century, Pope Pius IX
declared Mary’s Immaculate Conception an article of faith; in the 20th
Century Pope Pius XI established the
Feast of Christ the King. The fruit of
Scotus’ theology was recognized in

Any Secular Franciscan or group of Secular Franciscans who needs financial assistance to improve
formation may apply to the DSTF. Requests from individuals or from local fraternities are made
through the regional fraternity.

doctrine and worship. John Duns
Scotus was beatified by Saint Pope
John Paul II; his memorial is Novem-

Why mention this in July?

ber 8.

Because there are three funding cycles per year:





Applications received by January 31 will be reviewed by March 15. The applicant will receive a decision by March 31.
Applications received by May 31 will be reviewed by July 15. The applicant will receive a
decision by July 31.
Applications received by September 30 will be reviewed by November 15. The applicant
will receive a decision by November 30.
How can you and your fraternity apply?

Please provide the following information:
 the name of Applicant and Regional Fraternity;






a description of the project, including its intended providers and participants;
a statement of the anticipated results or benefits of the project;
a reasonably detailed estimate of the cost of the project;

a breakdown of costs to be covered locally or regionally and the costs requiring assistance
from the DSTF;
 the email address, phone number and address for the contact person for the proposal.
The application should be signed by the Regional Minister and the Regional Formation Director.
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National Executive Council Letter
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
Make a Connection and Make a Difference.
The NEC received the following request from Br. Bonaventure Nwokike OFM Cap., in Nigeria. It is the sincere hope of the NEC that a Region, a local fraternity or an individual
OFS member will volunteer to lead an effort to assist Padre Pio Clinic in Nigeria. Read below for more information.
If Brother Bonaventure’s plea is something that touches your heart and you believe your
region or local fraternity would like to sponsor this project, please let Mary Stronach know
— call or e-mail her and she will provide more details and contact information.
Please share this email widely - this is a wonderful opportunity for a regional fraternity,
local fraternity or an individual OFS member.
Read on for more info…
Nigeria is in crisis and needs assistance. Is there a Secular Franciscan Region, local fraternity or individual OFS that would like to take the lead to make Padre Pio Clinic in Nigeria a
special project?
Br. Bonaventure Nwokike OFM Cap. runs Padre Pio Clinic in Southern Nigeria and he is
making a plea to Secular Franciscans to assist him in ensuring that the poor and ill from the
region get the health care that they need to survive. Our Secular Franciscan brothers and
sisters of Nigeria serve in this clinic and meet there. This would be a true partnership across
the world to help our most devastated population which has Boko Haram at its doorstep.
Please read below for Br. Bonaventure’s personal plea and explanation of the situation in
Olunde in Ibadan, capital of Oyo State in Nigeria:
"It is a place characterized by poverty, lack of good roads, rare and erratic power supply.
There is only one relatively small hospital situated in another village….There are many
needy vulnerable persons here; children, mothers and the elderly. The only hospital takes
care of hundreds of thousands of the population. These inhabitants are so poor that a good
number of them cannot afford medical bills that the hospital demands. Considering the population of needy persons around us, not only in this village but in the surrounding ones, indifference was no viable option for us sons of St. Francis of Assisi. (Between 2008 and
2009,) ... we constructed … Padre Pio Clinic … We started offering free medical assistance
to this population through the help of volunteer doctors, nurses and members of Secular
Franciscans and Franciscan youths that meet in our community.
Until December 2016, the volunteers could only be available once a week. Such frequency
could not actually help much people, considering the number of people being turned down
each time. The needy have tripled because of the increasing double digit inflation and recession that have characterized the Nigerian economy. It was for this reason that we took
the blind and bold step of upgrading the frequency of attendance to the needy from once a
week to daily. To realize this we had to employ a medical doctor who will be on call three
times a week (4 hours each) and a nurse for five days (8 hours each). There is obviously
need for more frequency of service but we cannot afford it. We really need help to sustain
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Nigeria in a nutshell

Presently, the country
of Nigeria, in Western
Africa is divided
roughly in half between Christians, who
live mostly in the
southern part of the
country,
and Muslims in the
northern part. The official language
is English. You can
read more about the
crisis in the link below.
http://www.unocha.org/
nigeria/about-ochanigeria/about-crisis
the much we are doing already.
To state that we need your help to be able to pay for salaries,
provide medicines, laboratory services etc. is an understatement.
I am afraid to say we risk not continuing the program because
the fund we have for it has depleted so much that as a guardian
of the community I am desperate for help. This was the reality
that Br. Francis Dor (the international spiritual assistant to OFS)
witnessed when he visited that made him to seek your assistance
and put us in contact with you. …"
Most immediate needs are payment of salaries and medicines.
… The clinic also really needs medical equipment; such as:
- Haematocrit centrifuge
- haematocrit reader
- Neubauer counting chamber
- Electrophoresis tank
- Urinalysis kit
- pregnancy test kit
- wildal test kit
- Glucometers + lancet + strips
- Sphygmomanometers

Contact information for Mary T. Stronach, OFS
International Councilor-USA
315-796-9284 stronach@ketariregion.org
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Regional Chapter June9-11, 2017

Fr. Chris Panagoplos, TOR

Fr. Jim Mormon, TOR

IMPORTANT QUOTES


Self-awareness
toward service



Service toward
leadership



Leadership toward
stronger fraternity



Obedience means
OPEN TO HEARING



Acceptance and
commitment
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Fr. Christopher Panagoplos, TOR introduced our Retreat Master Fr.
Jim Mormon, TOR, (the only Christian, Catholic, Franciscan, Mormon
we will ever meet). In his opening comments Fr. Chris spoke about
building the kingdom of God by connecting events with the graces
that come with the event. We can enter into the divinity of Christ by
withstanding the pain and suffering that are required to gain the graces freely offered by Jesus. The event of Pentecost (tongues of flame)
relate directly to the graces of the breath of the Spirit which animated the Apostles that evening and animates us everyday. At the Ascension the two angels asked why the Apostles were looking up, Jesus entered into creation to give it and us grace. Fr. Chris warned us
not to take the breath of life for granted, we ought to read Laudate Si
for greater understanding. In a previous discussion Fr. Chris had tied
this into Formation, saying we can’t separate work from grace and
blessings. He set us on the path during the retreat by saying “don’t
separate the Grace from the Event” and then take it all back to our
fraternities by sharing it with all our members. Give everything a
Franciscan touch, don’t just “punch our tickets”. I say, we cannot rest
on our laurels as good, even exemplary Catholics, we must always
present the Franciscan Charism and carry it out into our world. Formation relates directly to Conversion, and we all know that that is a
daily process.
Fr. Jim proceeded to walk us through the retreat sessions, “Our Little
Portion: Rebuilding the World, One Person at a Time”. The ice breaker session opened us always coming to the main point of “Who am
I” (as I come to seek God, to encounter Christ, to share the presence
of Christ, to serve others, to build the body of Christ, and to exemplify
the spirit of St. Francis) and relating the topic to the Rule and the Gospels. The handouts he gave were invaluable, ask your minister for a
copy.
Session 1 “St. Francis and the rebuilding of self”. St. Francis was a
man content with wealth, prestige, as a soldier; he met the status quo
of his time. “Who am I”? In the scheme of status quo, am I tempted
to just maintain the status quo or called to do more? St. Francis a
man confronted with dreams, fear of leper, and seclusion; he was a
man in transition. “Who am I”? As a Franciscan confronted, how am
I currently fighting or struggling wit God? St. Francis a man reformed,
befriended the leper, was generous to beggars and began rebuilding

the Church. “Who am I?” As a Franciscan, am I reformed with a
new identity, detachment and letting go, facing truths about myself, seeing a neighbor in need or fighting my selfish tendencies?
Session 2 “St. Francis and the Freedom to Build”. St. Francis was a
man free from fear, how do we allow fear to chip away at our own
building blocks. St. Francis experienced freedom from attachment,
what attachments do we have? St. Francis had freedom FOR service, to what service is God currently calling me?
Session 3 “St. Francis and the Building of Believers”. St. Francis
builds by listening, preaching and by example. The key themes
here were OBEDIENCE which means ‘open to hearing’, experiencing the virtues daily; BEING SENT as in Pentecost, with the breath
of the Spirit and ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS; and
avoiding the temptation of falling back into the “old sinful ways”.
Session 4 “We continue the Spirit of Gospel building”. Franciscans
in penance help the world to experience: God’s fulfillment and
kingdom, repentance, and the Good News (we are no longer servants but friends of Christ). St. Francis invites us to imitate Jesus
Christ and he showed us how to live the greatest commandment by
expressing his love for Christ by building on Love for God and Love
for Neighbor.

Pat Serotkin welcomes Fr. Jim

Ed Frisbee, OFS

Ed Frisbee, OFS gave us a very good visual aid by referring to each
of us as “an onion that needs peeled, one layer at a time” to gain
an inkling of the wisdom of St. Francis.
We Franciscans are great Catholics being transformed to St. Francis
who is leading us to Jesus Christ. Remember this, ASPIRE TO INSPIRE BEFORE YOU EXPIRE. This retreat was one of the best I’ve
ever been to and I look forward to more of this kind of food in the
future.

Meals in cafeteria

“Let no one say (and say it to your shame),
that all was beauty here, until you came.”
Val Lewton
Mass
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FORMATION, FORMATION, FORMATION
The Rule Article 52: 3
3. The master of formation has
the following duties:
a.

To co-ordinate, with the help
of the other members of the
council, the formative activities of the fraternity;

b.

To instruct and enliven the
inquirers during the time of
initiation, the candidates
during the period of initiation
formation, and the newly
professed

c.

To inform the council of the
fraternity prior to profession,
concerning the suitability of
the candidates for a commitment to live according to the
Rule.

Mary Nelson, OFS
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by Mary Nelson, OFS Regional Formation Director
If you have been reading your regional newsletter, LaPobrecita, this past year, you
have noticed that we are spending a lot of time and information on exploring our
new Mission and Vision statement, and our Strategic Plan. The 2017 Regional
Meeting held at Villa Maria Retreat Center in June was also focused on our Strategic Plan, and your challenges, as a Secular Franciscan and as part of your local and
regional fraternity, to “rebuild the world, one person at a time.” Father Jim Morman, TOR, from Sacred Heart Province, spent three days and five sessions, encouraging us to encounter and to build as St Francis did, using our Rule, the Scriptures,
and Franciscan references. There were songs, poetry, Scripture readings, and even
a bit of psychology thrown in for good measure! What a joyful and challenging
presentation! What a wonderful opportunity to open ourselves to seek, to love, to
serve, to lead, to build a stronger fraternity and so renew the Body of Christ.
Here is just one part of Father Jim’s hand-outs on “Saint Francis and the Building of
Believers,” for your reflection:
Saint Francis builds by listening: Obedience = listening…..What might be the
relationship between the art of better listening and the practice of virtue?
…… In building other believers as a Franciscan, what virtues do I already
use to enhance my listening? What virtues do I need to be a better listener?
Saint Francis builds by preaching. St Paul said that in order to serve, one has to
be sent, and in order to be sent, one has to hear the message, and in order
to hear the message, one has to preach. Paul preached to the Gentiles;
Francis preached to the Christians. Apparently, St Francis sent his brothers
to preach, and if they needed to, they should use words! Actions speak
louder than words! As a Franciscan building other believers, how does my
language build the faith of others, especially in the fraternity? What virtues do I need in order to speak New Life to others? (read our Rule, Chapter 3, Article 24)
Saint Francis builds by example. In the early days of his conversion, St Francis
repulsed many of his former friends as he turned to a life of conversion.
Only gradually did those same friends see something in Francis. What was
it? As a Franciscan, if I’m the only Bible that some people will ever read,
what are they reading when they see me? What have my actions, attitudes, and behavior been preaching lately? (read our Rule, Chapter 2, articles 6, 13 and 18)
This is only one part of a multi-session presentation by Fr Jim, and you can imagine
from this small section, how stimulating and enriching a retreat it was! Participants
then spent time in small groups discussing how to seek God and encounter Christ,
to share the presence of Christ and serve our Franciscan brothers and sisters, to
build the body of Christ and exemplify the spirit of Saint Francis. If you would like
a copy of his hand-outs, which also includes the Scripture sources and other Franciscan references, send me an email at marytodpt@gmail.com or call me at 814746-6783, and I’d be happy to share them and my notes. It would make for good
fraternity discussion! Thank you Father Jim!

The Rule Article 52: 2
2. The secretary has the following
duties:
a.

To compile the official acts of
the fraternity and of the council
and to assure that they are sent
to their respective proper recipients;

b.

To see to the updating and
preservation of the records and
the registers, noting admissions, professions, deaths, withdrawals, and transfers from the
fraternity

c.

To provide for the communication of the more important

CALLING ALL SECRETARIES

facts to the various levels and,
if appropriate, to provide for
their dissemination through the
mass media

Once again I write to ask for the assistance of all the secretaries in the region. I mailed copies of the database
snapshot to you so that you and I can confirm all the addresses and email addresses of everyone in the region.
The Regional Executive Council has asked that I email and possibly mail the “La Pobrecita” to all the active
members. This is part of the Secretary Responsibilities in Article 52, paragraph 2.c. which states: to provide for
the communication of the more important facts to the various levels and, if appropriate, to provide for their
dissemination through the mass media. The first part shouldn’t be that difficult once I confirm all the email
addresses. The second part, mailing the newsletter, may take some doing. Considerations for cost and other
logistics is front and center of a ‘mailing list’, it may not be possible to mail them, we’ll have to wait and see. In
the meantime, please continue to distribute the “La Pobrecita” within your own fraternities. I always email it
to your ministers in the hope that they are making it available to all members.
Following up with the other duties of secretaries, I hope you will send me changes to your fraternity memberships, as they occur. Required information includes:
Full Name
Address
E-mail Address
Phone Number
Birthdate, month day and year
Date of Acceptance (Welcoming Ceremony) month day and year
Date of Admission (Rite of Admission/Candidacy) month day and year
Date of Profession (Rite of Temporary or Permanent Profession) month day and year
Date of Death month day and year
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Retreat Door Prize Winner

AROUND THE REGION

Pat Tabor, of Saint Francis
Fraternity in Saint Albans, West Virginia, was
the winner of the annual
door prize, a plaque of the
San Damiano cross. Father
Jim Morman drew the winning ticket from a basket
containing the names of all
the fraternities in the region. The door prize is donated annually
by Holy Cross fraternity, and organized by regional councilor Rob
Bullman."

St. Francis Fraternity Pitt Election,
April 10, 2017
Congratulations to the newlyelected council of St. Francis
Fraternity in Pittsburgh:
Minister: Barb Zirngible, OFS
Vice Minister: Michael Santi,
OFS
Secretary: Mary Ann Waag,
OFS

Councilor (2): Cathy Montileone, OFS

Treasurer: Karen Kopf, OFS

Michael Cresanta, OFS, presided over the elections and Fr.
Bernard Tickerhoof, TOR
served as ecclesial witness.

Formation Director: Alverna
Lober, OFS
Councilor (1): Franck Chirico,
OFS
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Alverno Fraternity Election, June 21, 2017
Congratulations to the newlyelected council of Alverno Fraternity:

Friar Witness: Fr. Jim Kurtz,
OFM Cap.

Minister: Edward Meegan, OFS
Vice Minister: Adam Horniak,
OFS (not in photo)
Secretary: Carol Gentile, OFS
Formation Director: Victoria
Orlowski, OFS

Holy Cross Fraternity Happenings
Holy Cross Fraternity opened its fundraiser season at the Regional Chapter selling raffle ticket for the St. Francis garden statue, to
be raffled on October 3. Thank you to everyone that purchased
tickets and good luck. This fundraiser will run all summer at all
nine churches in Crawford County. The bulk of the funds will
support our Apostolate Faith Award for students going on to
higher education. We are wrapping up the Application Process
for this years Faith Award of $500 and will announce the winner
to all the Provincials and Bishops within Lady Poverty Region.
We also participated in the Meadville Catholic Community Corpus Christi Procession on June 18th.
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Newsletter of Lady Poverty Region of the
Order of Franciscan Seculars

Carol Dubeansky
cell: 440-487-1637
and my email is:
cdubeanskyofs@gmail.com

Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation
By Carol Dubeansky, OFS
Looking for a Few Good Men and/or Women.
When I became the JPIC Animator for Lady Poverty Region over four years
ago, I was told that basically I needed to write an article for each La Pobrecita
newsletter. It seems that there hasn’t been much activity at the local fraternity or regional levels over the past years. The National Secular Franciscan
Order including the JPIC Commission would like to see more formal activity
on these levels.
What is JPIC?
Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation is simply the Rule of the Secular Franciscan in action. Our Rule is based on the Gospels; JPIC is also based on the
Gospels.
“Mindful that they are bearers of peace which must be built up unceasingly,
they should seek out ways of unity and fraternal harmony through dialogue,
trusting in the presence of the divine seed in everyone and in the transforming power of love and pardon. Messengers of perfect joy in every circumstance, they should strive to bring joy and hope to others.” Art. 19 of the Rule
OFS
“Let them individually and collectively be in the forefront in promoting justice
by the testimony of their human lives and their courageous initiatives. Especially in the field of public life, they should make definite choices in harmony
with their faith.” Art. 15
I am not sure, at this point,
what we might try to focus
on and whether we might
want to have initiatives at
our local levels or possibly
among clusters or even
something at the regional
level. I am looking for
some people who might be
interested (and if by chance you happen to have any ideas or suggestions), to
PLEASE prayerfully consider what you might be able to do and let me know. I
look forward to hearing from you soon.
I realize that it isn’t practical for us to physically get together, but we can
begin with email or phone to let me know you might be willing to contribute.
It would be wonderful if we could get at least one person from each fraternity
or at least each cluster just to talk and share ideas. If we can get a group then
maybe we could do a conference call or skype.

